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Legal Disclaimer
The information provided on this website does not constitute investment advice, financial

advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of the 

website’s content as such.

The Pawn Whale team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, 

sold, or held by you. Always conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial 

advisor before making any investment decisions. 

By purchasing Pawn Whale products, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or 

investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes 

youmay incur.

Risk Disclosure
Please note there are always risks associated with smart-contracts. Please use at your own 

risk. Pawn Whale is not a registered broker, analyst or investment advisor.

Everything that we provide on this site is purely for guidance, informational, and education-

al purposes. All information contained herein should be independently verified and con-

firmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or damage whatsoever caused in 

reliance upon such information or services.

Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in any financial market. Do not 

trade with money that you cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a 

qualified financial advisor before making any investment decisions.

Abstract
Pawn Whale will deliver a platform to facilitate crypto lending through NFT backed loans. 

NFT holders will be allowed to leverage their digital assets for instant liquidity through a 

traditional collateralized loan model on chain via smart contract governance. Specialized 

smart contracts will be designed to give instant loans for pre-approved NFTs.
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Non-Fungible Token (NFT) markets have 

experienced significant growth over the 

past 24 months, reaching upwards of 

$17 billion dollars (CNBC). NFT markets 

are supported through the primary sales 

(Mint), secondary markets, tokenization, 

merchandising, goods, services,experi-

ences and through offering a degree of 

access. The explosion of this new asset 

class has revealed gaps and opportuni-

ties to stabilize and enhance market 

behavior.

NFT pawn mechanics will be pegged to the current floor price of it’s respective collection 

based on validated aggregated data from marketplaces which meet acceptable 

threshold. The amount available to borrow will depend on the collection’s current floor 

price, Pawn Whale’s internal ranking system (see chart above), and current climates and 

market forces. Pawn Whale will have the discretion to discontinue accepting NFT projects 

based on market conditions or ethical concern. Only projects with sustainable active 

volume will be pre-approved to use as collateral. The only NFTs that will be permanently 

pre-approved to pawn will be the Pawn Whale Pass NFT collection    

NFT owners can send approved NFTs to 

Pawn Whale as collateral against cryp-

tocurrency loans. The NFT owner will 

have between 3-11 days to pay back 

the original loan, plus a nominal fee.

I. Introduction:

*No collection will be accepted with royalties higher than 10%



Loans taken by NFT holders need to be fully repaid including fees within the allotted loan

period. There will be three loan terms offered upon launch; a 3 day loan with a 5% fee, a 7 day 

loan with a 10% fee, or a 11 day loan with a 15% fee. After the time period has concluded, if the 

NFT owner has not fully repaid the loan and fees, the NFT will be sent to one of Pawn Whale’s 

internal marketplaces, where users will have a chance to bid on the NFT.    

The Pawn Whale Pass will be a collection of 3,000 NFTs that will give owners exclusive access

to premium inventory, airdrops, better collateralization ratio on loans, special discounts and

promotions, entry to IRL events, and rebates for loan fees. Royalties will be set at 10%, and

20% of royalties will be given to charities dedicated to save the whales and our oceans. There

will be 6 levels of the pass, and higher levels will have increased rarity and benefits. If a Pawn

Whale Pass is staked during the duration of the loan period, a boost in the max loan amount will

be given as well as a partial discount on loan fees. The amount of boost and discount will 

depend on the level of the pass staked (see chart below). The Pass discount and bonus is limit-

ed to one NFT at a time, but you can stake multiple passes to earn boosts and discount on 

multiple pawned NFTs

II. Loan Terms

III. Pawn Whale Pass NFTs

Example: 

7 day loan for a Diamond NFT 

(with a floor price of 1.0 eGLD)

Without Pass: 0.6 max loan & 10% fee

With Pawn Pass: 0.63 max loan & 9% fee

With King Pass: 0.75 max loan & 7% fee



The Pawn, Knight, and Bishop passes can be used to extend an 11 day loan for up to 4 extra 

days. Each Pawn Pass will extend the loan an additional 12 hours and each Knight or Bishop will 

extend the loan 24 hours.

    

Certain combinations of passes unlock extra benefits.  There are currently three combinations 

that earn extra benefits in the Pawn Whale ecosystem.

1. “The Pawn Set” - 8 White* Pawns + 8 Black* Pawns 

2. “The Holy Hand Grenade Set” - 6 Knights + 6 Bishops 

3. “The Full Set” - 1 King + 1 Queen + 1 Rook + 1 Bishop + 1 Knight + 1 Pawn 

*color can be found in the metadata attributes

IV. Loan Extentions

V. The Special Pass Sets



If holders stake one of the Special Pass Set combinations listed in the previous section, they will 

get access to bid on Mystery Mint Boxes.  The winning bidder will mint 25% of the NFTs in the 

Mystery Mint Box, chosen randomly by the smart contract.  The boxes contain between 4 and 

20 NFTs, half of which are defaulted NFTs of various collections and ranks. The other half are 

PWND Passes, a “joke collection” created by the CryptoPittz and Pawn Whale Teams.  There are 

7 different PWND passes, each customized by a member of the two teams

    

VI. The Mystery Mint Box



VII. Pawn Shop Auction House

Pawn Whale Pass Holders will have the ability to bid on unclaimed NFT’s that the general public 

will not have access to.  Unclaimed NFT’s will be auctioned with a starting bid at 90% of the 

current floor price.  These marketplaces will only be available to Pawn Whale Pass holders and 

the top 5% of users.

  

VIII. Marketplaces

When a NFT has been unclaimed, the smart contract will check it’s rarity.  The rank in rarity will 

determine which of the two marketplaces it will be distributed to (The Sniper Shop or The Pawn 

Shop).

Any NFT with a rarity in the upper 20% of it’s collection will go straight to The Sniper Shop where 

only stakers of The Pawn Set, The Holy Hand Grenade Set or The Full Set (see section V) and the 

top 5% of users of the lending

platform will have access to bid.  It will stay in that shop until the first bid is placed, which will 

start a 48 hour auction.

Any NFT with a rarity in the lower 80% will go directly to The Pawn Shop where it will be available 

to bid to all tiers for 72 hours.  Once a bid is placed, the auction will end 48 hours later.  If there 

are no bids after 72 hours, it will be sent to a Mystery Mint Box in place of a PWND Pass.

  



Cabo got his start in Crypto in 2013 when he purchased his first 
Bitcoin on Coinbase.  He continued to invest in bitcoin and 

altcoins for the next few years and eventually started managing 
a crypto investors group after he moved to Cabo San Lucas, 

Mexico.  Then in early 2021, he dove into the DeFi and yield 
farming space with Elrond, Solana, and NEAR and became 

addicted to the farm life. Near the end of that same year, 
Cabo Crypto Club started to gain interest in the NFT markets 
after his long-time college buddies Jared and Steven started 
the CryptoPittz NFT project on the Elrond blockchain.  With his 

new found love of DeFi in the front of his mind, he realized that 
there was an opportunity to bring the DeFi model to the NFT 
space and create a symbiotic relationship between the NFT 

hodlers and cryptocurrency investors. With his experience start-
ing successful businesses in the past, he was confident he had 

the ability to form a team that could bring this product to 
market.  He reached out to some of the CryptoPittz founders, 

and as soon as they heard the concept, Pawn Whale was born. 

Currently living in South America, MexWhale has used his 
degree in International Business and over 10 years of B2C sales 
experience to become Pawn Whale’s marketing guru. In 
December of 2021 he discovered the world of NFTs, thanks to 
Cabo Crypto Club, and was immediately hooked on the tech-
nology. Since then, he has become an active member of multi-
ple NFT blockchain communities, with a focus on educating 
native Spanish speakers about crypto and NFTs.

After 10 years of experience working in various Microsoft technologies, 
Mojito began to focus solely on blockchain development over the past 

5 years. Being fluent in many programming languages, including Rust, 
C#, React, Angular, and Solidity, Mojito has the knowledge, talent, and 

leadership skills needed to bring a project like Pawn Whale to life.
Mojitos work is both creative and functioal, and often says “anything is 

possible, prgrammatically. if you can imagine it, it can be coded”  Now, 
with his most recent work as the lead developer for CryptoPittz, the 

crew was confident he was the perfect addition to the team.
 
     

IX. Pawn Whale Team

Cabo Crypto Club
Founder and CEO

MEXWhale
Chief Marketing Officer

Mojito
CTO and Lead Programmer


